INCLUDED IN PACKAGE:
Rewind Pedal, Power Supply & 2 Patch Cables

RECOMMENDED SETTINGS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>rewind</th>
<th>reverse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pitch</td>
<td>attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stutter</td>
<td>warble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pitch</td>
<td>attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stutter</td>
<td>warble</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rewind Pedal

Is your foot tired from hours of trying to replicate the opening to the new Tool album? If you answered "yes", the Rewind Reverse Effect Pedal with Pitch Shifter is a perfect addition to your pedalboard. This pedal has two modes:

"Reverse" Mode: "Fades in" every note that you play according to the selected level of "Attack", with the option to add "Warble", a subtle tremelo-like effect.

"Rewind" Mode: Meant to imitate the sound of a VCR rewinding a tape. The player is able to modify the amount that the pitch is shifted and the rate of the "Stutter" (a less subtle tremelo effect). This function is activated as long as the corresponding footswitch is held down, and can be used in conjunction with "Reverse" Mode if desired.

$90 at nyquistpedals.com
A problem has been detected in your pedalchain. Please unplug your pedalboard and try again.

INCLUDED IN PACKAGE:
Bluescreen Pedal, Power Supply & 2 Patch Cables

RECOMMENDED SETTINGS:

- **length**
- **time**

- **length**
- **time**

- **length**
- **time**
Bluescreen Pedal

An error has been detected in your pedal chain! The Bluescreen Micro-Looper Pedal with Randomizer is your key to glitchy stutters and textures that your local Radiohead cover band wishes it had.

This pedal should not be confused with a traditional looper device. It can be used to create momentary loops of a fraction of a whole note when the footswitch is held down.

The "Length" dial determines the length of the loop based on the fraction of a whole note selected.

You can alternatively flip the middle switch from "Function" to "Random" in order to disregard the position of the "Length" dial and the pedal will select a random setting for the "Length" function every time the footswitch is engaged.

You can set the tempo with either the "Time" dial or with any device with an internal clock via the "Tap In" input jack.

$70 at nyquistpedals.com
INCLUDED IN PACKAGE:
Talking Heads Pedal, Power Supply & 2 Patch Cables

RECOMMENDED SETTINGS:

**fuzz channel**

- **tone**
- **sustain**
- **fuzz**

**radio channel**

- **station**
- **sensitivity**
- **blend**
Talking Heads Pedal

You may sometimes find that when enormous amounts of gain are dialed in on your amplifier, you can faintly hear a radio station being picked up through your speakers. No, you're not going crazy - it's just a small problem with your amp's electronics.

However, this is often more annoying than it is cool. That's where the Talking Heads Fuzz Effect Pedal with Radio Receiver comes into play. This pedal emulates that high-gain error in a way that makes it easier to control by isolating the fuzz effect and the radio signal into two separate channels.

The fuzz effect is capable of unholy levels of gain and sustain, and the radio receiver can be used to select a specific frequency to pick up, as well as the ability to play the radio signal based on the sensitivity of your playing. You can also switch between AM and FM radio.

$80 at nyquistpedals.com
A problem has been detected in your pedal chain. Please unplug your pedal board and try again.

SEE INSIDE:

REWIND
Reverse Effect Pedal & Pitch Shifter

BLUESCREEN
Micro-Looper Pedal with Randomizer

TALKING HEADS
Fuzz Effect Pedal with Radio Receiver